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A new graph colouring related problem called the colour switching problem is introduced.
By giving a reduction
from the
colour switching problem to the weighted matching problem on bipartite graphs, we show that the colour switching problem
in computer
science and
can be solved in O(n3/* log n) time. The colour switching problem has many useful applications
engineering.
We outline an application
to the channel allocation problem in mobile cellular radio systems.
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1. Introduction
Let G be a (finite, simple, undirected)
graph
with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G). For a
positive integer h, a A-colouring of G is a function f : V(G) -+ C, where C is a set of A elements
called colours. A A-colouring
f : V(G) + C of a
graph G is said to be proper if for all c E C, the
set of vertices f-‘(c)
induces an edge-free
subgraph of G. The smallest A for which G has a
proper A-colouring
is called the chromatic number of G, and is denoted by x(G). The problem
of deciding if x(G) = K, for a given graph G and
positive integer K, is NP-complete
[7]. The graph
colouring problem is to find a x(G)-colouring
for
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allocation

a given graph G. The graph colouring problem is
NP-hard.
Despite the convincing evidence for their computational
intractability,
graph colouring
problems have found useful applications
in widely
different areas of computer science, engineering,
and management
science. In many of these applications, we have a set T of tasks to be performed,
and a set R of resources. Each of the tasks in T
requires a resource in R before it can be carried
out. However, there are constraints
which prevent certain tasks in T to be allocated the same
resource. The problem is to find a way of assigning resources to the tasks so that the minimum
number of resources is used. This problem can be
modeled
as a graph colouring
problem by constructing a graph G with V(G) = T, with an edge
between vertices t, and tj if task ti cannot be
allocated the same resource as task tj. Allocating
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the minimum number of resources to the tasks is
easily seen to be equivalent
to finding a proper
A(G)-colouring
for G. Since at present all algorithms solving the graph colouring
problem
require exponential
time in the worst case, we
cannot expect them to be useful in large scale
problems.
We thus settle for fast (polynomialtime) heuristics that produce proper A-colourings,
hopefully with A close to x(G).
In this paper, we introduce
a new problem
related
to the graph colouring
problem.
Let
f:V(G)-+C
and f’: V(G) + C’ be two A-colourings of a graph G. We say that f and f’ are
equivalentif and only if there exists a bijection Z- :
C + C’ such that df(v>) = f ‘(v) for v E V(G).
Suppose that G is coloured with a A-colouring
f,
and that a A’-colouring
f’ of G with A’ <A is
given. The colour switching problem is to switch
the colours on the minimum
number of vertices
of G so that a A’-colouring
equivalent
to f’
results. More formally, we may state the colour
switching problem as follow:
Colour switching
Instance: A graph G coloured with a A-colouring
f, and a A’-colouring f ’ of G with A’ < A.
Problem: Find f * : V(G) + C * minimizing

I{u E

V(G):f

such that
equivalent

*(v> #f(v)}

I

f * is a A’-colouring
to f ‘.

of

G

that

is

The colour switching problem has many useful
applications.
Suppose that in our previous example, we have found an assignment
of resources to
tasks using a graph colouring heuristic. If later on
at some point in time, we have a better graph
colouring
heuristic that produces
an assignment
of resources to tasks using less resources, we may
want to reassign the resources
to the tasks according to this new assignment.
In the situation
where removing a resource from a task and reassigning a new resource to it incurs a high cost, we
would want to minimize the number of reassignments
necessary.
This is precisely
the colour
switching problem.
We outline in Section 3 an
application
of the colour switching problem
to
64
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channel
allocation
in mobile cellular radio systems.
We prove in the next section that the colour
switching problem
can be solved in polynomial
time.

2. Maximum
switching

weight bipartite matching

and colour

A matching M in a graph G is a subset of
edges in E(G) such that no two edges of M have
a common
endvertex.
Given a graph G and a
weight function w : E(G) + Z , O, the weight of a
matching M in G, denoted w(M), is the quantity
c Ed M w(e). The weighted matching problem is
that of finding a matching
of maximum weight.
The weighted
matching
problem
is solvable in
polynomial
time, as was first shown by Edmonds
[2]. For bipartite
graphs, polynomial-time
algorithms for solving the weighted matching problem
were known as early as 1955 [8]. The fastest
algorithm
known at present
for the weighted
matching problem on bipartite graphs is the algorithm of Gabow and Tarjan
[3] that runs in
O(m&log(nN))
time, where m = I E(G) I, n =
I V(G) I, and N is an upper bound
on w(e),
e E E(G). We give in this section an efficient
reduction
from the colour switching problem to
the weighted
matching
problem
on bipartite
graphs.
Let a graph G coloured
with a A-colouring
f : V(G) -+ C, and a A’-colouring
f’ : V(G) -+ C’
of G with A’ <A be an instance
of the colour
switching
problem.
Without
loss of generality,
assume that C n C’ = @. We construct a bipartite
graph H as follows. Let V(H) = C U C’. An edge
e appears between two vertices c and c’ if and
only if there exists a vertex v E V(G) such that
f(u) = c and f’(v) = c’. The weight on the edge e
is defined as:
w(e)=]{uEV(G):f(v)=cand

f’(v)=c’}I.
(I)

This construction
O(n) time.

of H

can

be carried

out

in
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Lemma 1. Let f * : V(G) + C * be any A’-colouring
of G that is equivalent to f I. Then
I{vW(G):f*(v)=f(v)}I

<w(M*),

where M * is a matching in H of maximum weight.
Proof. Suppose that f * : V(G) -+ C* is a A’-colouring of G that is equivalent
to f ‘. Let fix(G) =
{v E V(G): f*(v) = f(v)} and let A4 be the multiset
{(f*(v),f’(v)):vEfWG)}.
Let supp(M)
denote the set of distinct elements
of M. Clearly,
supp(M)
G E(H).
Let e, =
(f *(VI>, f ‘(v,)) and e2 = (f *(u,>, f ‘(u,)> be two
distinct edges in supp(M).
Suppose that f *(v,)
= f *(v,>. Then since f * and f’ are equivalent,
there exists a bijection
rr : C* + C’ such that
r( f ?( v)) = f ‘( v) for all v E I/(G). In particular,
f ‘(v,) = r(f *(v,)> = r(f *(v,)> =
we have
f ‘(v,), and this contradicts
the assumption
the e,
and e2 are distinct. Hence, f *(v,) Zf *(v,). A
similar proof yields the result that f ‘(v,> f f ‘(v,).
Consequently,
supp(M) is a matching in H. Since
the multiplicity
of each edge e E supp(M)
in M
is at most w(e) defined in (l), we have

Ifix

I < w(M*)

and the lemma

follows.

q

We now prove that the upperbound
1 can in fact be achieved.

in Lemma

Lemma 2. There exists a A’-colouring f * : V(G) -+
C* of G that is equivalent to f ‘, and

I{v=V(G):f*(u)=f(u)}I

=w(M*),

where M * is a matching in H of maximum weight.
Proof. Let M* be a matching in H of maximum
weight,
and let F = {v E V(G): (f(v), f’(v)> E
M*}. If u E V(G)\F,
then there exists a vertex
P(u) E F such that either f’(v) =f’(P(v))
or
f(v) = f(P(vl),
for otherwise M * would not be a
maximum weight matching
in H. Let D = {u E
V(G)\F:
3’(v) E F for which f ‘(u> = f ‘(P(v)>}.
For any two vertices u, v E V(G)\(F
U D), we
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say that u N I: if and only if f’(u) = f ‘(v). It is
N is an equivalence
relation,
and
clear that
hence partitions
V(G) \ (F U 0) into equivalence
classes V,, V,, . . . , V,. We define the function f * :
V(G) + C* as follows:
for each v E F
f*(u) := f(v);
for each v ED
f*(v) := f(P(v));
C*:=(f*(v>:
UEFUD);
for i = 1, 2,. _. , k {
pick any c P C*;
for each v E y
f*(v) := c;
c* := c* u {c};
1
It is not difficult to see that this definition
of
f * ensures that f * is equivalent
to f ‘.
Suppose v ED. If f(v) =f(P(v)),
this would
imply
that
u E F
since
(f(v),
f’(v))
=
(f(P(v)),
f ‘(P(v))) E M*.
This
contradiction
shows that f(v) #f(P(v))
and hence f *(v> f
f(v). Suppose now that u E V(G)\(F
U 01, that
VEFUD).
If f*(v>=f(v>,
is, f*(v) E (f*(v):
then f*(v) = f(P(v))
for some P(v) E F. It follows that f *(P(v)) =f(P(v))
and consequently
wehavef*(v)=f(P(u))E(f*(u):UEFUD),a
contradiction.
Therefore,

I(uEV(G):f*(u)=f(u)}I= IFI
=w(M*).

0

Theorem 3. The colour switching problem can be
solved in time
O(JhT-Sl’min{n,Ah’)log(n(A

+A’))

+n),

where n = I V(G)l.
Proof. Given an instance of the colour switching
problem, we construct H in O(n) time. By Lemma
1 and Lemma 2, solving the colour switching
problem
is equivalent
to finding
a maximum
weight matching in H. Since H has A + A’ vertices, at most minln, AA’) edges, and the weight
on each edge is also at most n, the algorithm of
65
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Gabow and Tarjan [3] finds a matching
of maximum weight in
0( Jhfhlmin(

PROCESSING

M * in H

n, hA’]log( n( A + A’)))

time. The proper A’-colouring
f*
proof of Lemma 2 is constructable
O(n) time.
0

given in the
from M * in

Corollary 4. The colour switching problem can be
solved in O(n 3/2 log n) time.
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f * is a A’-colouring
to f’.

of

G

that

is

The same technique we used to solve the colour
switching problem in polynomial
time is applicable to the weighted colour switching problem as
well. The only difference
is that the following
definition
of w is used instead of the one given
by (1).
w(e)

c

=

cost(v).

uEV(G):f(u)=candf’(o)=c’

Proof. Every graph on n vertices can be coloured
using at most y1 colours. Hence A + A’ < 2n.
0
We note that the colour switching problem can
be solved in O(n) optimal time if A and A’ are
fixed.
Going back to our resource allocation example
given in Section 1, it is frequently
the case in
real-world
scenarios that the cost of removing a
resource from a task and reassigning
a new resource to it is dependent
on the task itself. This
suggests a natural
generalization
of the colour
switching problem:
Weighted colour switching
Instance: A graph G coloured with a A-colouring
f, a A’-colouring f ’ of G with A’ < A, and a
function cost : V(G) 3 Z , 0.
Problem: Find f * : V(G) + C * minimizing

c

cost(v)

If N is an upperbound
on cost(v) for all v E
V(G), the running time of our algorithm
is that
stated in the theorem below:
Theorem 5. We can solve in time O(n312 log(nN))
the weighted colour switching problem. If A and A’
are fixed, the weighted colour switching problem
can be solved in optimal time O(n + log N).
0

3. Application
allocation

switching

to frequency

In a cellular radio system, the geographical
service area to be covered is partitioned
into cells
(usually hexagonal
in shape), each of which is
served by a transmitter
of moderate
power. The
idea of using transmitters
of moderate
power is
so that signals can only be propagated
over short
distances,
and therefore
frequencies
can be
reused in other cells. This reuse of frequencies

:..._.
(ii) Graph G

(i) Cells
Fig. 1. Construction
66
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enhances
service capability,
service performance,
and electromagnetic
spectrum utilization.
In order to minimize the amount of co-channel
interference
among users, there is a minimum
physical separation
imposed between
cells that
use the same frequencies.
The physical separation depends on the terrain, climatic conditions,
power and height of transmitter,
etc. Since frequency is a scarce resource, it is important
to be
able to utilize it efficiently, i.e., we want to use as
small a number of frequencies
as possible for the
functioning
of the cellular
radio system. This
problem
is known as the frequency assignment
problem in the literature
and has been investigated by many researchers
(see [1,4-6,9-121
and
the literature
quoted therein).
To obtain the minimum number of frequencies
needed for the cellular radio system, we construct
a graph
G with I/(G) = Vi u V, u . . . u V,,
where k is the total number
of cells. Each q,
1 < i G k, is a set of di vertices, where d, is the
demand of cell i, i.e., di is the number of frequencies required by cell i. For each i, 1 < i < k,
all vertices in y are adjacent,
i.e., y induces a
clique in G. Also, there exists an edge (u, u)
between vertices u E V, and c’ E “; if cell i and
cell j cannot
use the same frequency
due to
co-channel
interference.
For example,
Fig. l(i)
shows the cells covering a certain geographical
area to be served and Fig. l(ii) gives the corresponding
graph G. In this example,
d, = d, =
d, = d, = d, = 1, d, = 3, and d, = 2. It is easy to
see that the least number of frequencies
needed
in the cellular radio system is the chromatic number of G. Unfortunately,
the problem of finding
the chromatic
number of G is NP-hard. Hence,
no polynomial-time
algorithms
exist for solving
the problem unless P = NP.
In countries with mobile cellular radio systems,
there is already an existing frequency assignment
to the cells. This assignment
is either done manually or with some automated
heuristics.
Due to
advancement
in computer hardware and algorithmic techniques,
better frequency
assignment
to
cells will surely be found at some point in time.
With a better frequency
assignment,
we would
want to re-tune the transmitters
in some of the
cells so that this better frequency
assignment
is
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realized.
Re-tuning
of transmitters
is expensive
and time consuming.
As a result, the minimization of the amount of re-tuning
is necessary. The
minimization
of the amount of re-tuning
is the
colour switching problem.

4. Concluding

remarks

We have introduced
in this paper a problem
called the colour switching problem
that is related to the graph colouring problem. The colour
switching problem has many useful applications
in computer
science and engineering.
We also
proposed
an algorithm
that solves the colour
switching problem in polynomial time by reducing
it to a weighted matching
problem on bipartite
graphs. The algorithm is fast and has a worst-case
running time of O(n 3/2 log n>. A generalization
of the colour switching
problem
to that with
vertex costs can be solved in 0(n3j2 log(&))
time. A sketch on the application
of the colour
switching problem to channel allocation in mobile
cellular radio systems is given.
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